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FLIGHT OUTFITTERS
SLIMLINE IPAD KNEEBOARD 

The Flight Outfitters Slimline Kneeboards take 
cockpit organization to a whole new level. Loaded with innovative, pilot-
friendly features, these kneeboards provide a sturdy mounting bracket 
for an iPad. The updated design uses expandable loops to securely 
hold the corners of the iPad to the bracket. This allows you to keep your 
iPad in your case instead of removing it for every flight. The bracket 
rotates for both portrait and landscape orientation. The unique design 
is completely reversible for use on either leg, and a heavy-duty elastic 
leg strap securely holds the kneeboard in place. Two mesh pockets on 
the side of the kneeboard provide storage for cleaning cloths and other 
accessories. Includes a drawstring bag for storage.
Large (Fits all iPad, iPad Air, and iPad Pro editions, 11” and smaller)
 P/N 13-22756 ...........$49.95
Small (Fits all iPad Mini editions).................P/N 13-22757 ...........$49.95

IPAD KNEEBOARDS – IPAD HOLDERS

W-4 IPAD MINI KNEEBOARD
FOR USE WITHOUT CASE

Kneeboard is made from highly durable and water 
resistant nylon. Has a pocket for your E6B, 5 
pencils holders, a pouch for your CEPs/earplugs, 
a removable grommet for your checklist, and a 

clear plastic strap that goes across your paper to keep them from flying 
away.  One removable flip-up page with two pockets and a clipboard for 
PPC and notes. The middle of the kneeboard has 4 elastic bands at each 
corner to hold your mini iPad firmly in place.  Fastened to the leg using 
an adjustable elastic strap complete with buckle and quick release clip.
 P/N 13-19808 ...........$37.95

THE APPSTRAP FOR 
IPAD MINI

The original AppStrap architecture now with a full 
skin instead of clips. Compatible with the iPad 
Mini 1, 2, and 3. TPU Skin Protects iPad-mini.  
Functional & Protective. Instantly share, stow, or 
repositionNote: Product received will be strap & 
skin only. This is not a kneeboard, only a strap & 
skin that your iPad mini fits in.
 P/N 13-12709 ...........$38.95

GENESIS X IPAD ROTATING 
KNEEBOARD / CASE

Made to fit all generations of iPads and port 
locations. Main frame is made of tough ABS and 
the corners made of Polyurethane.  The frame 
is contoured around the rear camera and the 
front camera is completely unobstructed to allow 
access for Facetime TM, photos or video.  Size: 
10” x 7.8” x 1”. P/N 13-12391 ...........$34.75

APPSTRAP TILT PADS
The original tilt-pad will convert any device or case 
into a kneeboard. Heavy-duty leg strap.  Velcro 
joint. 2 Tilt Pads. P/N 13-12954 ...........$15.95

APPSTRAP CONVERSION KIT
Turn any tablet into a kneeboard with our DIY kit!  
Die cut velcro joint.  Compatible with most covers/
skins.  Portrait or Landscape.  Instantly share or 
stow. P/N 13-12953 ...........$29.95

GENESIS IPAD
CLIPBOARD ADD-ON

A sturdy 3001 grade aluminum clipboard is riveted 
to a soft velvet backing to protect your iPad touch 
screen.  Pen holder at the top.  This is an add-
on accessory for the genesis and genesis 2 iPad 
cases.  Not a standalone kneeboard.

 P/N 13-14734 ...........$24.75

APPSTRAP FOR THE IPAD MINI 4
The AS-mini 4 maintains AppStrap’s commitment 
to excellence and pilot-approved design. The 
form-fitting gel-case adds protection to the 
damageable device and mates to the elastic leg 
strap using a unique and secure Velcro mating 
system. This allows the iPad to be repositioned 
with ease, stowed during flight, or adjusted to 
portrait/landscape mode. The unique modular 
tilt pad allows the device to be positioned at the 

optimum viewing angle and helps reduce annoying glare.
As with all of AppStrap’s product offerings, the AS-mini 4 employs most-
needed features for routine cockpit use. These tablet kneeboard devices 
maintain a low-profile design without sacrificing on quality or durability.
 P/N 13-18750 ...........$38.95

AIRGIZMOS IPAD 1 / 2 / 3 KNEEBOARD
The AirGizmo iPad Kneeboard allows accessing 
charts and apps on the iPad or iPad2 while flying 
easier and safer than ever. Molded plastic and a 
wide velcro strap allow for a secure, comfortable 
fit. Fold over tablet holder drops out of the way 
when not in use. Ability to adjust the angle of the 
iPad for best viewing angle and the ability to cut 

down glare. Designed to work with both the iPad and the iPad2. Width: 
7.93 in. Height: 9.79 in. Depth: 3.75 in. Weight: 13.1 ounces.
 P/N -13-11218 ..........$78.85

W-4 IPAD MINI KNEEBOARD
FOR USE WITH CASE

Kneeboard is made from highly durable and water 
resistant nylon. Has a pocket for your E6B, 5 
pencils holders, a pouch for your CEPs/earplugs, 
a removable grommet for your checklist, and a 

clear plastic strap that goes across your paper to keep them from flying 
away.  One removable flip-up page with two pockets and a clipboard for 
PPC and notes. The middle of the kneeboard has 4 elastic bands at each 
corner to hold your mini IPad firmly in place.  Fastened to the leg using 
an adjustable elastic strap complete with buckle and quick release clip.
 P/N 13-19809 ...........$37.95

ASA IPAD PORTFOLIO KNEEBOARD
The iPad Portfolio Kneeboard is the ideal stylish 
multitasking kneeboard, binder, and versatile 
cover. It is functional and durable and protects 
your iPad in flight and on the ground making it 
your favorite cockpit companion.
Fits the iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3).
The inside sleeve holds your iPad securely on 

the right side with full access to iPad controls and button.  The left side 
has pockets to store your documents and provides a writing surface.  
The elastic strap secures the binder-like case to your leg for inflight 
use and is easily removable for everyday use.  The cover folds into a 
flap to serve as a vertical or horizontal desktop stand providing easy 
landscape viewing and full keyboard access. Beautiful black leatherette 
with embossed wings.  Height: 9-11/16”, Width (closed) 7-15/16”, Width 
(open) 15-15/16”. .........................................P/N 13-11337 ...........$49.95
Replacement Strap ......................................P/N 13-19794 .............$4.35

ASA IPAD KNEEBOARD WITH COVER
The iPad Kneeboard is a versatile case and 
kneeboard that helps pilots protect and use their 
iPad in flight and on the ground. The elastic strap 
secures the case to the pilot’s leg for in-flight use. 
The unique plastic cover keeps the iPad screen 
safe while maintaining full viewing and complete 
touch-screen functionality, and opens easily to 

insert or remove your device. The easel folds to position the iPad at a 
convenient “wedged” viewing angle; alternatively, it can lay flat. The pocket 
on the back offers room for papers and maps. Openings are provided for 
charger and headphone/earbuds.  Made of durable fabric with embossed 
wings. Fits the iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3). Features: • Easel 
folds up or down for optimal viewing and pocket provides access to charts 
and papers • Dock connector / power port accessible with the cover closed 
• Openings are provided for charger and headphone/earbuds • Fits both 
iPad, iPad 2, and New iPad (iPad 3) • Pocket on back offers room for 
papers and maps ...........................................P/N 13-11701 ...........$24.95

 CLASSIC TORCHGRIP®
TORCHGRIP® is a patented, made-in-the-USA, 
universal computer tablet accessory that functions 
as both a versatile stand and handle providing 
secure and comfortable handling of your device. 
Compatible with all iPads and most other tablets. 
Its durable and stylish design is ergonomically 
crafted and lightweight. Every time you set down 

your tablet, TORCHGRIP® is a stand. The handle rotates 360 degrees 
allowing multiple viewing angles in both portrait and landscape positions. 
Black/Black ..................................................P/N 13-19321 ...........$59.95
White/Whte ..................................................P/N 13-19322 ...........$59.95

ASA IPAD AIR ROTATING KNEEBOARD
Designed by pilots for pilots, our high-quality iPad 
Rotating Kneeboard is covered with soft, leather-
like material and features a wide hook-and-loop leg 
strap to hold the kneeboard in place during flight. 
Inside, the rotating iPad frame holds the device 
securely and allows for 360-degree rotation of the 

iPad. An easel is built into the kneeboard for adjustable tilted viewing, in and 
out of the cockpit. Fits iPad 9.7” models. Measures: W 7” (closed) x H 10” x 
D 1”; W 14-3/4” (opened) ................................P/N 13-21889 ...........$42.95
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